This is the week through which I held my breath as we looked ahead to the final week of
term and the Christmas festivities that we, and the HPA, have planned for the children and
the wider school community. That is not to say we hit the PAUSE button and let five days of
teaching and learning pass us by. On the contrary, the children were actively engaged in a
whole host of wonderful activities inside and outside the classroom, all of which are captured
in this issue of the Nutshell. What we did do however, was add another layer of rehearsal
and preparation to an already full timetable. With just one final week to go before the end of
term, we are determined to present as full a ‘normal’ calendar as possible, particularly at this
time of year when special events such as the Years 1 and 2 Nativity, Christmas Music
Concert and Carol Service are anticipated with such excitement by us all.
Year 8 Vocal Group

To that end, this week has been filled with rehearsals and recordings all of which will be
edited into final video presentations to be shared with parents before the end of term. I hope
they capture both the spirit of Christmas and the ingenuity of staff and children who,
remaining within stipulated guidelines, have found ways of allowing at least some of the
children to take part in musical and vocal ensembles. I admire their creativity and resolve
and am only disappointed that not all the children who would normally have been involved in
such a festive enterprise, have been able to do so. A difficult choice had to be made when
the decision was taken to challenge ourselves to deliver a Christmas programme; that to do
so with fewer numbers was better, and more indicative of the School’s courage and focus,
than to not do it at all.
Year 6 make it Shine!

I hope that we will soon be able to extend an open invitation to all pupils and parents, to
reconnect with our merry music making and that our Picnic Concert in July 2021 will be a
concert to end all concerts!

The Years 6 & 7 String Band in bubbles

The Year 5 Trio Band

Year 3 enjoy some festive fun!

I would like to say a word of thanks to our amazing Assistant Tutors who, on Thursday,
swapped roles (at the drop of a Santa’s hat) and took over the lunchtime service when the
Catering Team were required to self-isolate. Luckily for Miss White, Mr Towner, Mr Burnett
and Mr Raishbrook, the catering team had prepared the food before leaving site.
Nevertheless, they did an amazing job and, with the support of Mr Lloyd, Mrs Kingsley, Mrs
Pinto and members of the year group staff, they served the lunch, cleared the tables and
cleaned up after everyone with enthusiasm and patience. Their flexibility and super-hero
status meant that the school could feed everyone a hot lunch on the day when the weather
served up its own menu of incessant rain and falling temperatures.
With forecasts earlier in the week promising snow, I had wanted to share a piece of creative
writing which exudes warmth and comfort and which would have served to restore feeling in
cold fingers and toes. Whilst the lack of snow may be disappointing, the beautifully crafted

words of Georgie in Year 6 will not be. They are best enjoyed around an open fire with a
steaming hot chocolate in hand. Fabulous work Georgie!

Describing the Tuck house
Beside the still lake sat a humble
family home. Creaky and weary, a
stained
wooden
deck
was
embedded under the roots of an old
oak tree. Thrilled blue birds sang
their lullabies of joy whilst making
the mossy roof of the home theirs
too. Dim fairy lights softly twinkled
in the milky moonlight. Fluffy and
homely, a red blanket was balanced
on the back of a woven rocking
chair. Well used, the lolling family
chair swayed peacefully in the
gentle breeze of the midnight.
Lanterns, giving off warmth like a
fireplace, flickered under dancing
stars.
Weary
puppies
snuggled
in
soothing blankets barely able to
open their weak eyes. The ripples
of the midnight waters were as calm
as a massage. An aroma of freshly
baked apple pie swept through the
air. Jesse Tuck’s favourite wobbly
stool was parked gently beside the
humming fire.

Through the dented door, freshly baked cookies, warm baths and hugs awaited friendly
visitors. Cups of tea and hot chocolate were being warmed by the second. An inherited
chess table perched in the musical front room beside a homely gramophone whistling a
sweet classical melody. Outside, the December snow was gently falling. Georgie T Yr 6

An important message forwarded on behalf of the Oxted Health Centre.
Covid19 Mass Vaccination Programme - local delivery for South Tandridge PCN
IMPORTANT MESSAGE from OXTED HEALTH CENTRE’S PRACTICE MANAGER
We are currently working on the planning stage of how we can manage the Covid19 Mass
Vaccination programme for our registered patients locally.
We are only in the initial stages of this, as the national guidance and advice is still not
finalised. At this initial stage, we are now starting to look at the capacity, within our
community, for volunteers who have a clinical/medical background and would be able to
assist with the administration of the vaccination. If this is something you would like to assist
with please could you email your interest to the practice generic email oxtedhealthcentre@nhs.net
We will keep our local community updated on this vaccination programme via our website. I
am sure you can appreciate how challenging this is in planning for all GP practices & PCNs
nationally. Thank you and keep safe.
And finally, as decorations start to go up around
School and around our homes, it is timely and
fitting to extend seasonal greetings to the
Hazelwood community. This week, it is the turn
of 2L to wish us all a Merry Christmas. Standing
at the door to the stable, they all look
magnificent in their Nativity costumes.

News from The Nursery & Early Years
Report from w/e 27th November
It has been another wonderful week here at HNEY. It has been wonderful to wrap up warm
and get outside, making use of the fabulous new outdoor classroom. The children are loving
the new space and have shown great creativity when designing underpants for dinosaurs
and their very own aliens. Please see below for the round up of the week from the rooms,
there is a festive feel to site the site at the moment and I am very much looking forward to all
of the events of the next two weeks.
We have rolled into another week of fun in Fledglings 2 this week as we continue our theme
of ‘The Wheels on the Bus!’ The children have had lots of fun as we have made stop and go
signs and the children loved using these to play a game of Stop and Go! We have also made
steering wheels so the children can drive their own buses to around the room and the
decking area. The children also enjoyed making their own set of traffic lights, showing good
colour recognition skills. We have also been colour-matching buses and they have enjoyed
wrapping up in their winter clothes and playing outside in the garden too!

This week in Lower Robins have started to get into the Christmas spirit. The children have
enjoyed practicing their Christmas songs ready for you to see. They have also loved
participating in lots of crafty activities including, printing Christmas shapes, starting to design
our calendars for the New Year, decorating Christmas trees using Pom Poms and ordering
numbered baubles on the tree. We have also made Christmas stars for their hats and the
children have enjoyed telling us what they would like from Santa for Christmas by writing
letters to him. The children are excited for next week and even more Christmas activities.
Some very excited children in the Upper Robins' room began their countdown to Christmas
this week. We set a more Wintery scene with a 'small world' Arctic animal table, which
sparked some descriptive language, some fantastic knowledge of polar animals and the
children's growing ability to build up narratives around toys. The introduction of some ice
with coins frozen inside prompted the children to select the best tool to crack the ice and
release the 'treasure' within. To reinforce our numeracy skills, some children were able to
order 6 Christmas baubles by increasing size and another activity highlighted counting and
sorting abilities. We practised our Christmas concert outside on the stage on the tennis
courts and began decorating our festive bags and headbands.

This week in Skylarks, we have been talking about the book 'One Winter’s Day'. The children
have been decorating their own hedgehog using forks to paint the hedgehog’s spikes. We
talked about what animals hibernate during winter and we even made our own hedgehog
hotel in the garden! The children created their own winter clothes and talked about what we
wear when it is cold. The children have also been working on their fine motor skills and
completing pencil control activities based around winter. The main excitement is that we
have started to introduce some Christmas activities where we have begun to make our

calendars and have made a start on our festive headbands. We are all excited for the
Christmas performance next week and have spent lots of time rehearsing on the stage in the
playground.

Have any of your pants disappeared this week? Have you seen an alien around your
washing basket? If so you may have been visited by the Oak alien! Oak had an out of this
world visitor this week...an alien robot crash-landed on the decking! He left bits of his broken
ship and some footprints but we could not find the alien anywhere. Then, strange things
started to happen. Underpants started appearing everywhere and the teachers iPads kept
going missing. When the iPads came back videos of a dancing underpants alien had been
left on them and a story 'Alien's love underpants' had been left in each room. The children
wanted to find the alien and return everyone's pants so they used magnifying glasses to look
for clues. We went on an alien hunt that led us all around the HNEY site. Some of the
children used the camera to take pictures of each clue to use as evidence later on. We still
have not caught the alien but the children thought it might come out if it had some alien
friends so we made some aliens out of plasticine, some aliens out of 2D shapes and some
out of Lego. Some incredible pieces of independent writing took place in both classes; it was
brilliant to see the children so engaged!

Some of the evidence captured on camera by the children….

Work of the Week Congratulations
go to Olivia for showing great
perseverance and effort with her writing
and to Harper for drawing on his phonic
knowledge to help with his piece of
writing on his planet. Our Oak Authors
of the Week are Clemmie for her
supper letter to the alien and Sidh for his
amazing piece of independent writing all
about the Spacemen. Well done to all!

The children of Oak and Skylarks make the most of

the new

outdoor classroom

Report from w/e 4th December
The weather this week has worked in our favour and has allowed Mrs Fryer to record the
Robins, Skylarks and Oak Christmas performances. We are looking forward to sharing them
with parents next week. This week has kicked off our festive program and it has been
wonderful to see the children so happy, enjoying all of the wonderful activities. I am sure
they will enjoy next week’s Santa Run, jumper day, Christmas lunch and parties! Please see
below for a round up from all of the rooms.

It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas this week in Fledglings 2! We have started off
December with a classic Christmas time story of The Gingerbread Man! The children
enjoyed watching a puppet show of The Gingerbread Man and then using these puppets for
their own play in the garden! We have also followed the story of The Gingerbread man on
the playground as the children raced around to find all the characters. We have also
explored the 'ingredients' for The Gingerbread Man with individual messy play! The children
have enjoyed painting this week, using their hands and using Gingerbread men shaped
cutters to make prints!

This week in Lower Robins we have been continuing the festive theme, the children loved
helping to make our Robins room all Christmassy, they enjoyed decorating the Christmas
tree, placing different coloured baubles on, wrapping the tree in sparkly tinsel and hanging
Christmas objects around the room. They have also enjoyed continuing their Christmas

crafts, with lots of sticking, painting, and mark making. They are excited to bring them all
home! The children have rehearsed hard all week for their performance and are looking
forward to seeing the recorded performance.

The Upper Robins’ children have had an extremely busy week. They helped to decorate our
Christmas tree, which really put everybody in a festive mood. Every child participated in
Christmas craft activities, using their developing hand-eye co-ordination and fine motor skills
to create salt dough decorations, calendars and cards, each requiring different
textured resources and implements. They played imaginatively in the artificial snow which
instigated plenty of descriptive vocabulary and all played alongside each other in group roleplay centred around buying golden tickets to ride on the Polar Express to see Santa. Some
children stuck pictures of their favourite toys on lists, placed them in envelopes and posted
them in the letterbox to Father Christmas. Others tried to guess what was inside a selection
of presents, purely by feeling them and noticing their shape. We managed to make time for a
final rehearsal for our concert too!

It has been all go with Christmas activities in Skylarks with card making and the children
writing their own names, writing Christmas lists and decorating cards for the NHS. We have
also been posting lots of our Christmas cards in the letterbox for our friends and the children
have loved seeing who is behind each advent calendar door. There has been much
excitement with our concert. The children did such an amazing job with brilliant singing and
movements. The elf has also made his first appearances of the festive season and has
delighted the children with his mischievous antics! Forest School has been great fun as

always; this week the children have been making reindeers and have sensibly and safely
used hand drills to help complete their creations.

Oak have been busy getting ready for Christmas. We have been filming some wonderful
Christmas songs using the green screen. We have also been decorating Christmas trees,
thinking about all of the different colours and patterns we can use to make the trees look
different each time. Using watercolour paints, rolled up paper and glitter we have made
some green garlands covered in bright red berries.
In maths, the children have been working on their number bonds to 10, using compare
bears, cubes and Numicon pegs to help them.

Oak Get Ready for Christmas!
(pictures taken of themselves by themselves)

Well done to our Authors and Workers of the Week….

Congratulations to James for showing great focus and effort when
writing his name and to Lottie for showing such enthusiasm and
energy during the rehearsals and final filming of the Christmas
performance. Jenson impressed with the focus shown when
writing about the alien and Imogen not only wrote beautifully
about her alien but used her fingers to space out the words to
make it was easy and clear for others to read and to enjoy.

News from Hazelwood
An emotional end to our reading
of Animal Farm in Year 7. Pupils
have been reflecting on and
offering their opinions on the
characters and allegory of the
novel.
Power is like an open sweet
packet in front of a toddler.
George A
Leaders should accept that their
judgment is not always the best
and that from time to time they
will need help. Harry Barker
Napoleon fills me with infinite
rage. He only cares for himself.
Every animal is equal, except he
is the top dog (well, pig). Jack E
A leader needs to listen to others’
ideas so he can find the best
solution to the subject. Magnus
The police force should always be
there to serve the people (not just
the leaders) and be able to
protect without causing fear.
Caspar
Perhaps if everyone had the same
intelligence, it would have worked, but
ducks and dogs will never treat each
other as equals. Their diets, strengths,
and intelligence are just too different!
Oliver G
In a country, there has to be a police
force, otherwise there will be crime, but
that police force has to be fair and bring
justice, not be just a private army to one
person. Thomas R
In a truly equal society, people would
protest if some jobs were paid more
than others. Then everyone would just
do the easy jobs and the more
important, difficult ones would not be
taken. Florrie

Year 1’s imaginations set on fire!
As Year One's topic about the Great Fire of London comes to an end the children enjoyed
creating Tudor houses and were excited to take part in a bucket challenge! After learning
about the use of water squirts, fire hooks and leather buckets the children were challenged
to work as a team to put out a pretend fire. They passed buckets along a line, trying not to
spill any! The children realised how difficult it would have been without an organised fire
brigade.
Water is on its way!

Last week there was great excitement when the
Year One classes received a letter from Electra,
the Queen of Ice Dragons. Apparently Otto, the
King of the dragons was distraught as he thought
he had dropped some eggs while flying over the
Chestnut playground. Three eggs were found
and placed in a safe place in the classrooms.
Other clues including footprints were also found!
The children wondered whether a baby dragon
would hatch out. Inspired by this the children
then wrote a reply to Electra. Later in the week,
all the letters and eggs were place in the middle
of the playground early in the morning and had
disappeared by the time the children arrived at
school. A dark shadow was spotted in the sky!
Dressed in festive clothes Year One and Year Two also enjoyed a Christmas themed day
last Friday which included making cards, decorations and Christingles.

Y3 explore Hazelwood’s ‘Horrible’ History!
In the footsteps of Bathilda Bagshot and her Hogwarts a History, the Year 3 children delved
into an in depth study of the fascinating history of Hazelwood School. Using a range of
primary and secondary sources of information the children were able to discover how our
wonderful school began, what happened during the world wars and how the site has
changed over the years. We were very lucky to be visited by Mrs Louw who fielded a vast
range of questions, posed by the children, with her in-depth knowledge of the school's
history. Year 3 also experienced a first, two MacDougalls in the same classroom! Mr
MacDougall Senior appeared on our class screens via Zoom to talk to the children about
his time as a geography teacher between 1975 and 1985. The children were hugely
entertained and fascinated by his stories and accounts of what life was like during that era
of Hazelwood and it was a lovely opportunity for the children to hear about it first hand. The
children have come away from this topic feeling very proud of their school.

Mr MacDougall Snr
Senior!

It’s Genius! A simple message, clearly presented with impact. Well done to Bonnie,
Sophie and Charlotte for making such good use of Year 5’s Genius Hour to draw all our
attentions to the plight of the world’s animals and what we can do to help save them.

Good Luck in the HPA Raffle! The draw will take place on Tuesday
Next week with prizes being available to collect by the lucky winners
From Wednesday. Winners will be announced on Tuesday afternoon
With a movie of the draw available for all to re-live the excitement.
25% of profits will go to Stripey Stork and Home Start East Surrey.
Thanks to all who have bought tickets. Fingers crossed!

Year 4 travel to India with breaking COVID protocols!

The children enjoyed taking part in Indian dancing, creating Rangoli patterns, and making
Diwali lamps. They also took part in a number of traditional games. In the afternoon, the
children identified various Indian spices and tried some dips. The Lime pickle did not prove
too popular with the children!

Year 7 Business Elective: The Stock Market
Year 7 business students have been following the fortunes of the FTSE100 as they follow
the share prices of their chosen companies. With £1000 to invest, at a very interesting time,
we have certainly seen company share soar and plummet.
Today, the students enjoyed a superb live zoom session with Mr de Vere Hunt. He
explained the operation of the stock markets operate and the factors that contribute to the
rise and fall and share prices. Of particular interest to our students was the advice on how to
choose sectors and companies to create a profitable portfolio, and equally important, what to
avoid. A lively question and answer session was only halted by the need to be at games for
period 7; otherwise, Mr de Vere Hunt may well have found himself being interrogated by our
enthusiastic and curious students all afternoon
We would all like to thank Mr de Vere Hunt for offering his time and sharing a glimpse of the
real world of investment.

Against a backdrop of uncertainty for the economy, compounded by the pandemic, our
current crop of Year 7 investors are doing rather well, with some showing some startling
good returns as shown below. Overall, the class have made £650 on their original
investment, with an overall gain of 5.42% - certainly a much better return than might be seen
on a high street savings account!
Perhaps there are some future Investment Managers listed below:
Position

Investor

£

%

Stock

1

Frazer

182.88

18.29

Tesco, Barclays,
Legal & General

2

Louise

182.24

18.23

Aviva, Barclays
and HSBC

3

Hugo

140.98

14.10

4

George

139.96

14.0

5

Harry

124.64

12.46

6

Josh

101.44

10.15

7

Sam L

26.13

2.61

Total Gain (including a
few losses not noted
above!)

£650.30

5.42%

Net gain after
just 4 weeks of
trading

4W find themselves in agony
In their PSHE lesson last week, 4W enjoyed some time to bond by a fire at the tepee. They
were considering friendships and how important it is to maintain and nurture them. The
class received letters from fictional children who were worried about some friendship issues.
The class then assumed the role of an agony aunt and replied with some sage advice.

“Always try to compromise with
your friends. You might have different
ideas"
India

"You can cook pancakes
for each other!" Rocco

"Sometimes your friends just need some space and time to themselves,
so it is important you give that to them."
Ioan

Year 2 get up to speed with Paddington
As Paddington had requested a boat to sail down the Thames, Year 2 carried out some
fun investigations and fair tests of floating. They were able to explain about the force
of the water pushing a boat up even though gravity is pulling it down. When
Paddington decided that, after all, he preferred a speedboat, Year 2 then took looked
at how an object could be made to move faster or slower through water. They dropped
different shaped pieces of Plasticine into water and compared their different designs.
Hopefully, a super fast speedboat is currently under construction for Paddington!

Year 7 are the icing on the cake!
The Y7 Food Tech elective had a change of plan due to the kitchen closure, but Plan B
worked brilliantly! Pupils decorated pre-bought cupcakes and gingerbread biscuits with a
coloured fondant icing, glace icing and a plethora of edible sprinkles, baubles and
sparkles. After a VERY sticky hour, they were really proud of their masterpieces (and Mrs
Clark even did the washing up!)

Walking up the Hazelwood hill early in the morning has its advantages as Miss White
discovered earlier this week. Hot footing it to oversee the Breakfast Club, Hannah was
able to pause her ascent to stop and admire the view bathed in glorious technicolour
early morning light. Simply stunning and there for us to enjoy each day.

Year 5 pupil, Elise recently enjoyed a
lazy Sunday listening a talk by
Michael Morpurgo and Benji Davies
on Michael’s latest book The Puffin
Keeper! Organised by the London
French Institute, the afternoon
included live reading and drawing.

Merry Christmas from Year 2! Last Friday the whole of Chestnut enjoyed a
wonderful day of festive fun. They decorated (and quickly ate) snowmen biscuits
and created traditional Christingles which they took outside to light in the
darkening afternoon. They also started the transformation of their own Nature
Area alongside the playground with the planting of bulbs.

Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
The following communications have been sent out as detailed below and are available to
view on the Parent Information Portal (PIP):
PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
SOCS Calendar
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213
CALENDAR WEEK 15
Published on PIP
LETTERS
Years 1-8 – Covid-19 Catering Update
Years 1-8 - Daily Essentials for Final Week of Term Activities
REMINDERS/NOTICES
Years 1-8 - Spring Term Wrap Around Care- Bookings close at 9.00 am tomorrow, Friday, 4
December - https://hazelwood.schoolcloud.co.uk
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Unfortunately, due to current protocols, we are unable to run the usual Christmas Post
Boxes and Elf Delivery Service. However, if pupils still wish to bring Christmas cards into
school for their friends within their class or year group Bubble, there will be a box placed in
each year group area for them to put cards. In order that the required quarantining can take
place before distribution, cards can only be brought in up until tomorrow, Friday, 4
December.
HPA CHRISTMAS RAFFLE
TICKET APPLICATION CLOSING DATE TOMORROW, FRIDAY, 4 DECEMBER AT 5.00
PM
https://forms.gle/DUhpzpN87qgWgBeT9
TED PROJECT WINTER 2020 “JOURNEYS”
Years 1-7 (optional for Year 7) - deadline for completion of projects is the first day after
February half-term.
DANCE CLASSES
Miss Emma and Miss Becky’s fantastic Dance Classes are back up and running online. If
your child is interested, please email them at hazelwooddance@gmail.com for further
information.
Music and LAMDA Weekly Timetables are uploaded to PIP every Friday.
The Staff Contact list is available on the School Website/Parents’ Section.
Term Dates are available on the School Website/Parents’ Section & Admissions.
Late Room Contact Information for out of hours (the School Office closes at 5pm)
Years 1 & 2 - 07733 073057
Years 3-5 - 07827 687874
Years 6-8 - 07444 723032
Bus Services - Cherry - 07901 377692 or Gary - 07553181085
PARENTS ON SITE
A reminder that parents are not permitted on site outside of drop off and pick up times during
the school day unless special permission has been granted under exceptional
circumstances, by the Senior Leadership Team.

Exceptional circumstances may include:
Arrival of a parent/carer to pick up a pupil displaying COVID symptoms or otherwise unwell
and parent/carer has been advised by School Nurse to collect.
Arrival of a parent/carer to pick up a pupil for a medical or other essential appointment that
cannot be made and attended outside of school hours.
Delivery of essential medicine for administration to a pupil during school hours, whereby
circumstances dictate that the required medication cannot be brought in at the time of drop
off.
In these instances, parents should call the School Office upon arrival to the car park and
remain in their cars while pupils are signed out and escorted to them.
The dropping off of forgotten kit, iPads, swatches, musical instruments or homework (for
instance) will not be considered sufficient reason for entering the School. Special
dispensation will be shown to the pupils in these instances and during these exceptional
times. Parents and pupils should therefore take time in the mornings to check that they have
everything they need for the day ahead. Thank you.
RETURN TO SCHOOL PROTOCOL PHASE 4 & FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Please refer to these documents, published on 19 August and available on PIP, for any
current information regarding your child’s return to school. The current updated Risk
Assessment document is also available to view on the School website.
TEMPERATURE CHECKING
A reminder that, as included in The Return to School Parent Agreement, parents must
monitor and check their child’s temperature before leaving to come to school each day. Any
child who is unwell and displaying any of the stipulated Covid-19 symptoms must not come
to school and Government guidance with regard to testing and self-isolation must be
followed.
FACE COVERINGS
Year 7 and 8 pupils must wear face coverings upon arrival to school and when moving
around the site and outside of classrooms, such as in corridors and communal areas where
social distancing cannot easily be maintained. Any pupils outside of these year groups, who
want to wear a face mask whilst at School, are free to do so. Please refer to the parent letter
dated 4/11/20 for further information.
Any pedestrian parents dropping off or collecting children, must wear a face covering whilst
on site and keep a safe social distance from others. Parents who, for any reason if
absolutely essential, need to get out of cars when dropping off or picking up, must also wear
a face covering.
CLASSROOM/BUILDINGS VENTILATION
Pupils may bring an additional, warm hoodie or sweatshirt to school with them. Either a
uniform one if they have one or an alternative plain coloured garment.
SWIMMING YEARS 3-8 (Please refer to timetable in parent letter 15/10)
KIT
YEARS 3-6 - School swimming costume/shorts with a school hat. Goggles are optional.
Years 7 & 8 - May wear a home costume/shorts but strictly sensible swimwear and no
bikinis. School hats must be worn and googles are optional.
GAMES/PE LESSONS REMINDER
YEARS 3 & 4 - Tuesday and Thursday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots
and a mouth guard for hockey should be brought to school in a boot bag, all will be stored in
Form rooms. Girls please bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 5 & 6 - Monday and Wednesday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots
and a mouth guard for hockey should be brought to school in a boot bag, all will be stored in

Form rooms. Friday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson. Girls please
bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 7 & 8 - Monday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson.
Wednesday and Friday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots and a mouth
guard for hockey should be brought in a boot bag, all will be stored in Form rooms. Girls
please bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 3-8 GAMES KIT
Full tracksuit, with blue top and shorts/skort underneath. Long blue and pink
socks. Hoodies can be worn under tracksuit top, if the children have one.
YEARS 3-8 GIRLS
On PE and single Games lesson days, please come to school wearing school skort under
uniform.
On single Games and PE lesson days when pupils arrive at school in full uniform, they
should be wearing their school shoes and bring trainers in a bag.
WALKING HOME YEARS 6-8
A reminder that we require written permission from parents if they wish their child to walk
home from school and, therefore, would ask that you email Mrs Powell in the School Office
on aa@hazelwoodschool.com. Please give details of the days your child will be walking
home, whether they will have a mobile and if this will continue once the days are
shorter. Please note that if your child does have a mobile phone this must be locked and
handed to their Form Tutor on arrival in school, to be kept safely until the end of the school
day. At the end of the day the appropriate member of staff must be informed that the pupil is
leaving the school site and the phone collected.

